
Sheharyar Zulfiqar UI/UX Engineer 

Contact Information: 

Email: business@ammag.tech 

Phone: +1 (929) 361-6607 

Summary: Highly skilled and experienced UI/UX Engineerr with a proven track record of 10 

years in creating visually stunning and responsive web interfaces. Proficient in HTML5, CSS3, 

Bootstrap, Sass, jQuery, and various UI frameworks like Angular, React, and .Net. Adept at 

using Adobe XD and Adobe Photoshop for design prototyping and graphics. Committed to 

delivering exceptional user experiences and seeking new challenges to showcase my expertise in 

UI/UX design. 

Skills: 

● Front-End Technologies: HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, Sass, jQuery 

● UI Frameworks: Angular, React, .Net 

● Design Prototyping: Adobe XD 

● Graphics Design: Adobe Photoshop 

● JavaScript 

Experience: UI/UX Engineer 

● Successfully developed and maintained interactive websites and web applications using 

HTML5, CSS3, and Bootstrap framework, ensuring cross-browser compatibility and 

responsiveness. 

● Utilized Sass and jQuery to enhance the visual appeal and interactivity of web designs, 

resulting in a seamless user experience. 

● Proficiently worked with various UI frameworks, including Angular, React, and .Net, to 

build dynamic and feature-rich user interfaces. 

● Collaborated with the design team using Adobe XD and Adobe Photoshop to prototype 

and create captivating layouts and graphics. 

● Implemented best practices and optimized code to achieve efficient and fast-loading web 

pages. 

Projects: 

mailto:business@ammag.tech


1. One stop Digital Marketing Partner Platform: {front-end interface for a creative agency 

website, emphasizing a user-friendly layout and smooth navigation} 

www.messagemuse.com 

2. Defi MarketPlace: {Market Unleashing powers of Decentralized Finance} 

https://marketplace.defisports.com/ 

3. A Fitness Platform for Specialists & Businesses: (An attractive fitness platform with 

interactive features, utilizing Angular for dynamic content presentation} 

www.fitcentr.com 

4. ChainMastery: {Discover, collect and sell extraordinary NFTs marketplace} 

https://chainmastery.tech/  

5. Houston Car Stereo:{visually stunning front-end for a car stereo company, optimizing 

user engagement} 

www.houstoncarstereo.com: 

1. LavaX: {Multi-chain IDO Launchpad and DeFi} Lavaxlabs.com 

6. Cesco: {Real Estate Blockchain}https://cescotech.ca/ 

7. 1CM MarketPlace: {Go-To Crypto and Blockchain Marketplace} 

8. Walahala Hard Wallet: {Hardware Wallet solution for Cryptocurrencies} 

https://walahala.com/payWala 

9. Regen Bespoke Deign: {a sophisticated and appealing interface for a bespoke furniture 

website, optimizing images with Adobe Photoshop} 

https://regenbespoke.com/: 

Working Hours: 

● Available to work 40 hours per week. 

Working Location: 

● Only interested in remote positions.  

Education: Master's Degree in Computer Science 

Languages: 

● English (Fluent) 

● Urdu 

● References: Available upon request. 
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